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Dear Judge Poppiti: 

AMD's motion, and Intel's cross-motion, raise a straightforward question: Is Intel 
entitled to Rule 30(b)(6) discovery, and a modest production of documents, regarding AMD's 
document retention policies and practices in this case. The answer to that question is clearly yes. 
An order early in the case from Judge Faman, which AMD ignores in its motion, permits it; and 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure authorize it. Those authorities, by themselves, are enough 
to resolve these motions in Intel's favor. But there is more. 

Over ten months ago, Intel served a Rule 30(b)(6) notice and a set of document requests 
on AMD, which AMD said it would not comply with, offering instead to informally provide 
answers to Intel's questions. AMD thereafter made a number of representations to Intel and the 
Court about its document retention practices. AMD said that it had investigated the adequacy of 
these practices, that it had found no failures in them, and that, if it ever did, it would promptly 
inform Intel and the Court. Pressed by Intel, AMD reluctantly admitted over time that it had, 
indeed, discovered failures in its retention system. Even if Judge Faman's prior order, or the 
Federal Rules, do not provide a basis for Intel's requested discovery (which they obviously do), 
AMD's own admissions of preservation failures certainly do. But, again, there is even more. 

With the assistance of an expert (John Ashley, whose declaration is filed with this cross- 
motion), Intel has investigated AMD's assertions of perfection, or near perfection, and has 
uncovered other preservation and production issues, never disclosed by AMD. Both the 
disclosed and undisclosed issues require discovery: 



Although AMD condemns the retention lapses of Intel executives, AMD's most 
senior executives were imperfect themselves. For example, although - 
r e c e i v e d  a notice directing him topreserve relevant emails, forensic analysis 
indicates that he deleted 96% of the emails for the period before his email was 
journaled. Many of the documents were recovered from his "Deleted items" folder, 
but others appear to have been permanently deleted, requiring sophisticated forensic 

blems appear to have infected other senior executives, 
and two vice presidents. AMD has not disclosed these 

issues; Intel found them only by engaging an expert. Intel is entitled to know if there 
is more. 

* Although AMD has lambasted Intel for not disabling its network-level automatic 
email deletion policy (something that Intel was not required to do) and has denied that 
any of its own emails were subject to auto-deletion, we now know that AMD's 
system allowed individual custodians to maintain their own autodelete systems, and 
that at least one senior executive is known to have done so. Intel is entitled to learn, 
from witnesses under oath, whether there were others. 

entitled to know, through discovery, if there were more. 

Although AMD has attacked Intel for relying on an "honor system" and not installing 
an automated backup retention system quickIy enough, AMD (which was in control 
of when the lawsuit would be filed) itself implemented no automated system of 
preserving custodian data until at least sevenmonths after it admits it was under an 
obligation to preserve data, and 
. Intel is entitled to have such admissions under oath. 

Although AMD has accused Intel of losing saved data, it appears that AMD itself 
corrupted the PST files of multiple custodians either while collecting their files or 
while migrating them to or from its Enterprise Vault system. This data corruption 
may haveresulted in the loss of relevant email, but Intel does not know how much. 

In the end, AMD, like any litigant, must give discovery, as well as get it. That is 
particularly true here, where AMD, at least so far, has held its document retention practices up as 
the standard by which Intel should be judged. If AMD is the standard, and is confident of its 
self-proclaimed "exemplary" retention program, it should welcome the opportunity to have one 
or more of its employees testify about that program under oath. Its unwillingness to do so - 
indeed, its effort to seek the assistance of the Court to avoid it - demonstrates the very reason 
that formal discovery is now required, and should be ordered. 



Based on the prior order in this case, the law, and the facts and circumstances described 
above, Intel accordingly opposes AMD's motion to quash and cross-moves to compel 
compliance with its Rule 30(b)(6) deposition notice and document requests.' 

AMD's Claims of "Exempla?y"Retention Are Belied by the Reali& of its Serious Lapses 

AMD, in its motion to quash, continues to insist (despite what it has been compelled to 
admit, and ignoring what Intel itself has discovered) that its document retention practices have 
been "exemplary." That is nothing new. When Intel first inquired about AMD's document 
retention program in April 2007 [Ex 11, AMD responded that there was no "evidence whatsoever 
of any systematic failure to preserve documents on AMD's part" and that Intel was just trying to 
"gin up" problems. [Ex. 2 at 11 Although AMD did agree to review the practices of its 
custodians, A M '  reported several months later that "[its] preservation program appears to be 
operating as designed and intended; no lapses in that program have been identified." [Ex. 3 at 11 
AMD reiterated that claim in several subsequent letters. [Ex. 4 at 1; Ex. 5 at 31 

AMD made the same representation to the Court: 

We . . . told [Intel's counsel] in no uncertain terms that we are 
unaware of any systemic failure or lapse of AMD's preservation 
plans or efforts. We have double-checked. That remains the case 
today. There is absolutely no basis for concern on Intel's part . . . 
there is no reasonable cause to think that AMD has been derelict in 
the slightest. 

[Ex. 6 at 11-12] 

Ample evidence now indicates, however, that AMD has had lapses in document retention 
at both the individual and "systemic" levels. AMD has grudgingly acknowledged a few of these 
errors, belatedly and only after multiple inquiries .from Intel. Moreover, there are others that 
Intel discovered or suspects as a result of its own investigative efforts. 

The problems involving AMD's most senior executives, like a r e  
illustrative. Expert analysis has confirmed that, in the months before AMD began "journaling" 
his email account, Mr. deleted 96% of the emails in his files that AMD ultimately - 
determined to be relevant and should be produced in this litigation. [Ashley Decl., lf18-191 

deleted those emails even though 
Fortunately, AMD appears to have recovered most of the 

emails from Mr. "Deleted Items" folder, but it appears Mr. a l s o  "permanently" 
deleted PST files of emails from his hard disk drive, requiring special efforts by AMD to try to 
salvage them. IZd, 71 22-251 Three other senior AMD executives likewise appear to have been 
deleting most okthe&'ielev&t documents before their email was journaled. [ii. 71 18-20] 
Ironically, AMD's undisclosed remediation efforts for these officers proceeded at the very time 

' Because Intel is both responding to AMD's motion to quash and cross-moving to 
compel, Intel will adopt AMD's prior practice of using up to eight pages to address both 
motions. See AMD's 2/22/08 Letter to the Hon. Vincent 3. Poppiti. 



AMD was complaining to Intel that it was "offended at having been put to the time and expense 
to debunk [Intel's inquiries]." [Ex. 7 at 11 Offended or not, AMD never disclosed the details of 
the remediation to Intel. Further discovery is needed to enable Intel to understand the 
circumstances. 

There are other examples of lapses in AMD's retention. For exam le, in March 2008, 
AMD first acknowledged to Intel that one of its regional sales managers, I, 
inadvertently deleted about three gigabytes of potentially relevant PST files &om his computer 
more than a year earlier. [Ex. 81 According to AMD, Mr. informed AMD's IT department 
about his mistaken deletion the next business day. Coincidentally, Intel sent AMD a letter 
shortly thereafter, asking, "Is AMD aware of the loss of any documents potentially relevant to 
this litigation, andlor any non-compliance with all hold instructions issued to AMD employees, 
either as a result of human conduct, the operation of a computing system, or otherwise?" [Ex. 1 
at 11 In response, AMD's counsel, obviously uninformed by its client of Mr. d e l e t i o n s ,  
denied that any failures had occurred and did not reveal his deletion of emails. [Ex. 21 AMD 
also did not mention the incident in the May 2007 hearing before the Court [Ex. 61, its August 
2007 letter denying any lapses [Ex. 41, or in its November 2007 reassertion of that denial. E x .  5 
at 2-31 AMD finally disclosed the details of the loss in March 2008, a year after AMD's IT 
department learned about it and four months after AMD's lawyers learned about it. [Ex. 81 

Mr. II) is not the only example of an AMD employee whose documents have been 
destroyed. Several weeks ago, AMD disclosed for the first time a series of retention lapses 
involving account e x e c u t i v e ,  including loss of a laptop, failed harvest of another 
laptop, and failure to attempt to harvest a third computer. [Ex. 9 at 7-81 The first of these lapses 
occurred at some undisclosed time, apparently inthe spring of 2006, while the second occurred 
more than a year ago, in May 2007. [Id.] Intel is entitled to h o w  how these problems were 
missed, despite AMD's "custodian-by-custodian" review, so Intel can evaluate whether other 
instances might also have gone unnoticed. 

Many of AMD's specific representations to Intel have turned out to be as inaccurate as its 
general claims that no lauses occurred. AMD has been quick to criticize Intel's auto-delete 
Gction and just as quick to claim that its own system was immune from any possible automatic 
deletion, arguing that AMD's "email communications were being systematically preserved (from 

em& to auidmatically delete $ems, and that in fact at least one senior AMD custoiian (Vice 
President did so. [Ex. 9 at 71 

The issues just discussed may have involved individual custodians, but other problems 
have been systemic in nature. For instance, AMD has touted its journiling system as the 
standard by which to compare and condemn Intel's weekly backup tape protocol. [Ex. 2 at 21 
But although AMD (unlike Intel) had months of notice that this lawsuit was cominrr. AMD did 



analysis suggests anomalies in the implementation and functioning of that system that appear to 
have led to data loss. [Ashley Decl. 77 37-45] Further discovery is necessary to verifjr whether 
losses occurred, and if so the extent of the losses. 

AMD has also criticized the timing of Intel's distribution of hold notices and, even in the 

its first (dis~osediconcrete step to preserve relevant data in March 2005, thereby acknowledging 

Moreover, AMD itself has admitted that, in responding to earlier inquiries from Intel, it 
learned its document harvests had failed, in some cases, to locate relevant PST files. [Ex. 3 at 11 
The failure to capture PST data in an initial custodial harvest indicates a flaw in design and/or 
implementation of the initial harvest, and is also inconsistent with the harvest process that AMD 
described to Intel. [Ex. 141 Intel is entitled to inquire about potentially faulty data harvests. 

AMD's Document Retention Lapses Warrant Formal Discovety 

Just as AMD was entitled to take discovery regarding Intel's document retention lapses, 
Intel is entitled to take discovery regarding AMD's document retention lapses. To begin with, 
AMD's dismissal (at 2) of Intel's request to take a deposition regarding AMD's document 
retention as "illicit" contradicts Judge Farnan's May 16,2006, Case Management Order. That 
Order expressly authorizes the discovery that Intel seeks: "Prior to or shortly after the deadline 
for completing document production . . . Intel, AMD and class plaintiffs may depose the 
document custodian or custodians responsible for the productions to them to inquire into the 
completeness of document production (including electronic discovery)." [Ex. 15 at 3-413 

In any event, the fundamental premise of AMD's motion (that discovery on document 
and retention issues is unusual and disfavored) is mistaken. Although AMD suggests (at 4) its 
"[rlesearch reveals no case" supporting Intel's request to take a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition4 and 
obtain documents, the precedent for permitting the discovery Intel seeks is overwhelming - even 
absent the sorts of lapses that have occurred here. 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(l) expressly provides that "[plarties may obtain discovery regarding 
. . . the existence, description, nature, custody, condition, and location of any documents," and 

Intel believes, and is entitled to prove through discovery, that AMD contemplated 
litigation long before it began its retention program. If Intel is correct, thousands of relevant 
documents were likely destroyed while AMD and its counsel were putting this case together. 

The parties later stipulated to other CMOS, but the point is that AMD previously agreed 
to, and the Court ordered, the very discovery AMD now portrays as "illicit." 

AMD conveniently forgets this case, where Judge Farnan, with AMD's agreement, 
permitted this very discovery. 



the commentary to recently adopted Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(f) observes that "[ijn appropriate eases 
identification of, and early discovery from, individuals with special knowledge of a party's 
computer systems may be helpful."-~s AMD's longtime outside counsel in its legal battles with 
Intel (O'Melveny & Myers partner Patrick Lynch) has written, "it is valuable to take an opening 
round of [Rule 30(b)(6)] depositions [regarding] . . . how the opponent's relevant documents and 
records are kept, the opponent's document retention policies, [and] what steps the opponent has 
taken to assure retention of documents." 2 Bus. & Com. Litig. Fed. Cts. $20:27 (2d ed. 2007). 

Courts also routinely compel discovery on the topics and documents that are listed in 
Intel's discovery requests. For example, courts regularly grant discovery of parties' record 
retention policies and practices.5 The methods a party uses to collect responsive documents are 
also a proper subject for dis~overy.~ Understanding a party's information system is likewise 
fundamental to assessing its retention program, and discovery on that topic is equally proper? 
Whether a party lost data and whether its custodians have followed reservation instructions are 
also important questions that parties may pursue through discovery! That is particularly so 

See LG Philips LCD Co. v. Tatung Co., 2007 WL 2908183, at *7 (D. Del. Oct. 1,2007) 
(permitting Rule 30(b)(6) deposition on "retentio~ policies and procedures andlor the adherence 
or suspension of such policies in connection with this litigation") poppiti, Special Master); Doe 
v. District of Columbia, 230 F.R.D. 47,55-56 0.D.C. 2005) ("Rule 26(b)(l) may be construed 
to allow for discovery of document production policies and procedures" finding plaintiff entitled 
to Rule 30(b)(6) discovery "as to the 'existence,', 'custody,' or 'condition' of documents, thereby 
establishing defendant's policies and procedures of document retention and production"); 
HeartZandSurgical Specialty Hosp., LLC v. Midwest Div., Inc., 2007 WZ 1054279, at *4 (D. 
Kan. April 9,2007) (allowing Rule 30(b)(6) deposition on email retention policies). 

See LG Philips, 2007 WL 2908183, at *7 (permitting Rule 30@)(6) deposition on 
"retrieval of the Recent Discovery, including efforts [taken] to gather and search for the Recent 
Discovery"); In re eBay Seller Antitrust Litig., 2007 WL 2852364, at "1-2 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 2, 
2007) (ordering eBay to provide deposition witness to testify regarding its "ESI preservation and 
collection efforts"); Doe, 230 F.R.D. at 55-56 (permitting Rule 30(b)(6) testimony regarding 
"process used to collect the documents that have been produced or will be produced"). 

' See Heartland Hosp., 2007 WL 1054279, at * 1 (ordering additional Rule 30@)(6) 
deposition on "[tlhe capabilities of the computer systems and software"); Vennet v Am. 
Intercont 'I Univ. Online, 2007 WL 4442321, at *4 (N.D. Ill. Dec. 13,2007) ("Plaintiffs are 
entitled to conduct a Rule 30@)(6) deposition concerning [defendant's] computer network"). 

See eBay, 2007 WL 2852364, at * 1-2 (holding plaintiffs "are entitled to inquire into the 
facts as to what the employees receiving the Fold notices] have done in response," including 
what the employees "are doing with respect to collecting and preserving ESI") (emphasis in 
original); LG Philips, 2007 WL 2908183, at *2, *7 (permitting Rule 30@)(6) deposition 
regarding adherence to retention policies). AMD itself, in its December 28,2007 motion to 
compel (at 3), has cited authority in which the court compelled discovery to determine whether 
evidence had been lost. See Peskoffv. Faber, 244 F.R.D. 54,63 (D.D.C. 2007). 



where, as here, there are apparent anomalies in a party's document production? Indeed, the only 
case that AMD cites confirms the propriety of Intel's requests.IO 

AMD apparently believes that Intel should content itself with whatever informal 
infonnation AMD and its lawyers deign to provide. Intel is not required to settle for that. The 
fact of the matter is that informal discovew has not progressed because AMD either denies its - - 
problems, couches its answers in artful forms that simply beg more questions or refuses to 
answer at all. Given the inaccuracv and incomvleteness of AMD's vast statements and its refusal 
to provide infonnation voluntarily;1nte1 should not be required to rely on AMD's unsworn 
representations that its retention practices have been "e~em~lary.'"~ 

AMD Has Put Its Document Retention Practices at Issue by Raising Them as a 
Standard by FF%ich to Judge Intel 

Even if AMD's systems and practices were not otherwise discoverable, discovery would 
be appropriate in this case because AMD itself has injected them into the case. In every letter 
and filing, including the current motion, AMD has compared Intel's supposedly egregious 
behavior with its own supposedly exemplary conduct. AMD cannot have it both ways. If it 
wants to rely on its own practices to establish the standard of conduct in a case such as this - and 
frankly, given AMD's statements and filings, the genie is already out of the bottle on that issue - 
it must allow Intel to discover whether its contentions withstand scrutiny. If, as Intel believes 
and the available information suggests, AMD has not lived up to its own standards of near- 
perfection, the Court should consider those facts in assessing whether AMD has some 
remediation to do and in ruling on any motion for sanctions that AMD may ultimately file. 

The Discovery Intel Requests Is Well-Tailored and Not Unduljr Burdensome 

AMD's motion characterizes Intel's discovery requests (at 1,2, and 4) as a "scorched 
earth offense" through which Inel seeks to impose "enormous burden and expense" and conduct 
an "electronic colonoscopy." The truth is more mundane: Intel has asked for routine Rule 
30(b)(6) discovery along with a limited production of carefully specified documents. [Exs. 17, 
181 

See Tulip Computers Int? B. V .  v. Dell Computer Corp., 2002 WL 818061, at *2, *4, *6- 
7 (D. Del. Apr. 30,2002) (granting motion to compel discovery regarding hold notices, retention 
policies, and IT infrastructure based on gaps in document production); Peskoff; 244 F.R.D. at 55, 
58,61-63 (compelling forensic discovery based on gaps and anomalies in a pary's production). 

'O In Alexander v. FBI, 188 F.R.D. 11 1 (D.D.C. 1998), a case decided before the 2006 
amendments to the Federal Rules, the party seeking discovery merely speculated that defendants 
had failed to produce responsive documents. Id, at 115. Even then, the court rejected the 
defendant's "undue burden" argument and allowed a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition into the 
defendant's document retention practices. Id. at 1 17-20. Here, by contrast, AMD has already 
admitted lapses in its data retention. Thus, Alexander actually supports Intel's motion to compel. 

'' As if to prove the point, on the eve of Intel's filing, AMD disclosed yet another lapse. 
AMD failed to harvest hard drives and external storage of its - 
. [Ex. 161 



AMD comes nowhere close to carrying its burden of showing - on a request-by-request 
basis - that Intel's discovery requests are unduly burdens~me.'~ Instead, AMD rests on 
scattershot claims of burden and specifically addresses (at 4) only a single deposition topic. As 
to that lone topic, AMD does not even attempt to argue that Intel should be deprived of the 
information sought. In fact, that request seeks information about journaling dates, harvest dates, 
data loss, and data vreservation via backup tapes - all of which is plainly discoverable - - 
information. ~nstead of criticizing the content of the requests, Abkl exaggerates the burden of 

that Intel would ask the same questions over and over for each AMD custodian rather than 
making overarching requests (e.g., for the identities of custodians who suffered a particular 
problem) and then homing in on particular issues. AMD's characterization of Intel's discovery 
requests as "burdensome" is especially jarring in the context of this complex case. Indeed, AMD 
recently sought to take nearly 500 depositions on the merits of the case. [Ex. 19 ] In a case of 
this magnitude, Intel's modest requests are hardly unduly burdensome. 

Intel Never Waived Its Right to Discovery 

Finally, AMD suggests (at 1-3) that Intel agreed to waive its right to discovery, 
apparently relying on a November 7,2007 letter from Intel. But AMD fails to quote Intel's 
express reservation of rights in that very letter: "[iln delineating certain issues now, it is not our 
intention to waive the right topursue the discovery requested in the August 22,2007 Notice 
andRequest but instead to see if we can address the certain targeted  issue^."'^ Neither in that 
letter nor elsewhere did Intel ever make the agreement AMD describes. [Ex. 221 

Intel certainly appreciates the complexity of data retention in the electronic age and 
recognizes that perfect (or even near-perfect) retention practices are neither expected nor 
vossible in electronic discoverv efforts of this mamitude. But that is not to say that AMD can 
evade routine discovery into i i  data preservationand production protocols. s&nply put, despite 
AMD's bluster. Intel's discoverv requests are well-founded in fact and law, and they do not 
impose an undue burden. The ~pecfal Master should therefore reject AMD'S attempt to prevent 
Intel £ram learning the facts about AMD's retention lapses, and grant Intel's cross-motion to 
compel the deposition and document discovery that Intel has been seeking for more than ten 
months. 

IZ See Josephs v. Harris Corp., 677 F.2d 985,992 (3d Cir. 1982) ("[TJhe party resisting 
discovery 'must show specifically how [each discovery request] is not relevant or how each 
question is overly broad, burdensome or oppressive.") (citation omitted); Powell v. S. Jersey 
Marina, Inc., 2007 WL 2234513, at *2 (M.D. Pa. Aug. 1,2007) (the party seeking to preclude 
discovery must provide more than "[mlere recitation of the familiar litany" of discovery 
objections). 

l3  [Ex. 20 at 1 (emphasis added)] This language echoed the language Intel used in 
response to another AMD offer to provide information informally rather than produce a 
deponent: "we are not intending to waive any rights Intel may have to insist that [the noticed 
Rule 30@)(6)] deposition was appropriately noticed and should go forward." [Ex. 21 at 31 



Respecthlly submitted, 

/s/ W. Harding Drane, Jr. 

W. Harding Drane, Jr. (# 1023) 
Attorneys for Intel Corporation 
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